The Characters
White Side
Robin Hood: The hero of the story, Robin Hood is determined to fight injustice and help the poor. He is a
bit of a prankster however and enjoys embarrassing the Sheriff whenever he can. He views their rivalry as
a game.
Robyn Evergreen: A determined woman, devoted to Robin Hood’s goals who wishes to fight the Sheriff
and save the day. She is a skilled fighter who works hard to improve herself and is very serious. She views
Robin Hood as an important symbol of the Merry Men and works hard to protect him, even if it puts her in
danger.
Little John: Robin Hood’s right hand man and partner, the two work together in leading the Merry Men.
Little John is a large and imposing figure and is much more clever than most give him credit for. He is in
charge of the Merry Men when Robin Hood is unable to lead. The two are like brothers.
Will Scarlet: A dashing figure and skilled fighter, Will Scarlet is a braggart who likes to make sure people
understand how awesome he is. Nonetheless, while he can be arrogant and flashier than needed at times,
Robin Hood can always trust him to help.
Friar Tuck: The holy man of the Merry Men, Friar Tuck is extremely intelligent and very wise. He tends
to be the moral compass of the Merry Men who balances their thieving with the good of the group. While a
religious man he prefers to lead by example and let his actions guide others.
Maid Marian: The love of Robin Hood’s life, Maid Marian is a noble woman through and through. She
isn’t a skilled fighter, but is extremely stubborn and tries her hardest to try and impress Robin Hood. As
such, she rarely knows when to quit and has been known to try a bit too hard at times.
Alan A'Dale (M/F): A talented bard who joined Robin Hood’s troupe in order to be able to record the life
of the daring outlaw, Alan A’Dale has started to put together his own troupe of bards “The Dales” who
enjoy humming songs together while being as flashy as possible. Music Auditions Needed.
Simon of Dale (M/F): One of Alan A’Dale’s “Dales”, Simon is a master of playing “Air Instruments” and
is commonly the group's “Drums”. He is flashy and determined to be the best bard ever because, quite
obviously, chics love bards. Music Auditions Needed.
Theodore of Dale (M/F): One of Alan A’Dale’s “Dales”, Theodore is the group’s story teller. This man
always has a story of dashing tales that begin with a dramatic theme song. He is your typical bard and can
be rather annoying at times. Music Auditions Needed.
Much the Miller's Son: The youngest of the Merry Men, Much likes to remind people that he comes from
a long line of Merry Men (that consists of only his dad, but hey, his dad is old). Being the youngest of
Merry Men, Much feels he has a lot to prove.
Robert Stutely (M/F): Robin Hood’s personal spy, Stutely is frequently sent to gather information on the
Sheriff. Although he believes himself to be an amazing spy, he isn’t very skilled and most the black side
knows he is a spy. Nonetheless, the Sheriff trusts him for some reason and as such the Black Side can’t do
much about it. He has declared a spy vs spy war with Inigo Cognito.
Arthur A Bland (M/F): When Little John introduced his cousin, many people had high expectations after
having seen Little John in action. However, Arthur A Bland is very...bland. The Merry Men joke that he is
so bland he could kill his enemies by boring them to death. He talks in a flat monotone speech and he
seems to have perfected the art of being boring, from the way he dresses to the way he talks.

Nasir (M/F): A former assassin rescued by Robin from prison. He has since sworn to follow Robin,
however he is beginning to regret his decision and constantly complains about ignorant Englishmen and
their barbaric ways.
Charlie Fang: The most aggressive of the Merry Men, Charlie believes you should do anything possible
to win regardless of fair or not. When he fights, he commonly bites people or throws dirt in their eyes.
Commonly, the sentence “CHARLIE BIT MEE” will be heard when he is near.
Kiri Elda (M/F): A mysterious stranger from a far off land seeking the three pieces of a legendary
treasure. Due to his green outfit he was mistaken for a Merry Man and his vow of silence has made him
unable to argue otherwise. He gets lost easily and thus relies on his annoying navigator to guide him.
Tael Faire (M/F): Kiri’s NAVIgator, Tael is incredibly annoying and believes that he/she needs to speak
enough to make up for Kiri’s silence. Kiri tries to ignore Tael’s constant blabbering.
Bushman (M/F): The bushman is a mysterious creature Robin Hood found in the forests. Is he man,
shrubbery, or a twisted hybrid of the two? No one knows for sure since he hides his identity behind great
palm fronds.
-The Sherwood SaintsTwo Irish brothers who spent most of their lives in England, they decided to become vigilantes and sided
with Robin Hood. Their constant bickering and emphasis on being amazing typically get in the way of any
real vigilante work. Despite their rivalry and harassing of each other, they still care for each other.
-Patrick O'Hara (M/F): A strong believer in national pride, Patrick loves Ireland and all things Irish. He
hates how his brother doesn't speak Irish just because they grew up in England and constantly tries to stress
national pride. He actively seeks out ways to become an Irish legend by his own right.
-Sean O'Hara (M/F): A strong believer in harassing his brother, Sean loves to get in Patrick's way. He
doesn't care about being 'the best', he just wants to be better than his brother. He really wants to come up
with an amazing catch phrase for the Sherwood Saints, but insists all catch phrases sound better in different
languages...sadly he only speaks English.
-The Scots of ScotlandThe Scots are Ferocious Scottish folk from the North Country, complete with kilts, accents, and a bizarre
fondness for haggis. They joined Robin Hood as an excuse to rob English nobles.
-Lord Alexander of Fife: The Lord is young and like many young men, he isn’t quite as gallant as he
thinks he is. Though he talks a big game, he becomes near comatose when actually confronted with a
woman. Still he is determined to make a name for himself.
-Sir Angus “The Beef” Macgregor: Sir Angus earned his nickname because he is a total “beefcake”. as
the saying goes he can either be smart or pretty, and well…he is very pretty. While not the sharpest tool in
the shed Angus is loyal to a fault and will obey his lord without hesitation.
-Bonnie Macgregor: Sir Angus’s sister, it’s pretty obvious she got the brains in the family. She hates the
English with a passion and takes any opportunity to show them up, or tease them
-Lady Amelia McNeil: Nobody's entirely sure why Lady Amelia is here, she wasn’t invited. But she
insists that she is searching for what she calls her ”raggedy doctor” insisting that he will come for her and
they will live happily, ever after.

Black Side

Sheriff of Nottingham: A charismatic, but cruel leader, the Sheriff is determined to capture Robin Hood
and will stop at nothing to do so. He suffers from tunnel vision and can at times get too focused on Robin
Hood that he misses the larger picture.
Sir Guy of Gisbourne: A mighty mercenary hired by the Sheriff to help capture Robin Hood, Sir Guy has
grown a bit arrogant since he was knighted as part of his payment. He doesn’t care about anything but
gold, power, and fame and will step on anyone to rise up. He believes in brawns over brains.
Agent O.O.V.I.I. (Ovy): The self-proclaimed “most British man in the world”, Agent Ovy claims that he
works for a mysterious organization devoted to protecting the Queen and country, however nobody knows
what Queen or country he is talking about. He is popular with the ladies though.
The Muppet Hunter (M/F): A frighteningly intense individual, the Muppet Hunter wears the trophies of
his hunts; a blue pelt from a monster obsessed with biscuits, a boa made from yellow feathers, and a pouch
made from the face of a green, googly-eyed horror.
Adelle Nazeem (M/F): A talented singer who views Alan A’Dale as unskilled because “anybody can
hum”, Adelle is determined to become the greatest bard ever. However, people insist she let others write
her songs since her own songs tend to be fairly disturbing because she sings about setting fire to everything
or the things from the sky falling and crushing people. Music Auditions Needed.
Chip of Adelle (M/F): Chip was a former member of Alan’s bard troupe, but left when Alan A’Dale
refused to take his dancing seriously. Angry, he joined Adelle Nazeem and the two are determined to bring
down Alan A’Dale. Even the smallest of things make him want to break out in dance.
Inigo Cognito (M/F): A man who saw how popular Agent O.O.V.I.I. was with the ladies and decided to
become a spy. He is terrible at his job and everybody knows he is a spy. Nonetheless the Merry Men keep
him around as a mix of pity and because they can feed him false information. He has declared a spy vs spy
war with Stutely.
Isabella of Gisborne: Sir Guy’s Sister/Daughter, Isabella is a strong feminist and skilled fighter who likes
to argue that women can do anything a man can do, and usually better. Her biggest goal is to make a name
for herself and replace the Sheriff. She makes sure to point out anything he does wrong which has caused
the two to not get along very well.
Eric Lander: A fancy noble who believes in keeping up with the latest styles, he constantly loves to pose
no matter what he is doing. Every motion he makes, he makes with the mind that people could be
watching. He believes the only thing that matters in life is being really, really incredibly good looking. He
is known for his token look ‘Black Iron’ which has shown up in all sorts of fashion portraits.
-The Sheriff’s Not-So-Merry MenIn order to help defeat Robin Hood, the Sheriff decided to form his own gang and made an anti-merry men
group composed of people close to the Merry Men. When he had a hard time filling a spot he just settled
for “close enough.”
-Big Jon: Big Jon was hired so that the Sheriff could have a Jon as well. Big Jon sadly doesn’t live up to
his name of Big Jon, though he does work as a polar opposite of Little John. Big Jon is small and most
people assume he is smart because of his use of big words that nobody, not even he, knows.
-Ned Scarlet: Will Scarlet’s radical brother, he was tired of Will being called the most awesome of
brothers. Thus he joined the Sheriff so that he could have the most excellent of fights against his brother.
-Fryer Flynn: A cook who loves frying pans and everything fried, Flynn was having a hard time finding a
job until he heard the Sheriff needed a “friar”. He carries a frying pan with him everywhere and loves to
try and convince people to buy them or give him fried food.

-The “Corrections Officers”The prison Guards working for the Sheriff. Because of their given title, the Sheriff calls on them to correct
many of his problems.
-Captain Naoma Carver (M/F): The leader of the Sheriff’s official guards, she doesn’t care much for the
Not-So-Merry Men and feels they are taking her job.
-Tom Neville (M/F): A paranoid guard who has been with the Sheriff the longest, he is always looking
behind him and fears an ambush from the Merry Men. He always claims the Merry Men are everywhere
and will constantly search the most obscure spots for hiding Merry Men.
-Tucker (M/F): A man who just became a guard for the benefits, he was surprised to find out there weren’t
any. As such he is constantly trying to get people to sign a petition to increase the benefits for guards. In
order to appeal to people he is always talking about ‘the risks guards take on the job’ and why they need
more benefits.
-Alcira (M/F): The most dedicated and hard working of the guards, she tries to work her hardest so that
when King Richard returns she can be knighted. She follows all the rules to the letter and does her best to
try and be recognized.
-Riley (M/F): The most corrupt of the guards, he was constantly bullied as a kid and became a guard so he
could bully people as revenge. He constantly stops people and makes up rules they broke to reach his
ticket quota.
-Knights of the Iron Garter-Sir Dianne of Derby: The leader of the iron garter, Anne is surly, dangerous and she looks like someone
you don’t want to mess with on a good day. And you don’t.
-Sir Elizabeth of Lincoln: The youngest of the Garter knights she doesn’t let that stop her from being one
of the toughest knights alive. Although they’ll never admit it many of her male counterparts are rather
scared of the young knight.
-Sir Eleanor of York: Eleanor, or Eli as she prefers, seems to miss the point. She’s not interested in being
a knight, she just likes the pretty uniforms. Probably a bit soft, and certainly airheaded the other garter
knights don’t understand why she’s in the order at all.
-The God “Fathers”A group of corrupt bishops who use their position as Fathers and Brothers for personal gain and to gather
information to blackmail people. Those that know them know not to ever confess their crimes to them.
However, by the time they learn its typically too late to escape their clutches.
-Bishop Marlon of Hereford: The bishop runs half the organized crime in England, racketeering, and
protection, whatever it is he has a hand in it. He decks himself in gold rings and chains and is always
offering people “an offer they can’t refuse” or threatening them with his pet muscle. One of his favorite
pastimes is bullying or mocking the good Friar Tuck.
-Father Fat Tony: Father Tony is the bishop’s third cousin, on his sister’s side, and works as muscle for
the bishop. Walking behind him, and generally looking intimidating. He enjoys the wealth since it allows
him to feast on whatever food he desires.
-Brother Paulie “The Knuckles”: The other half of the muscle team, Paulie is a rather angry monk who

really likes to break things. Although he might not be smart, the bishop keeps him around for his ability to
break things, although that won’t stop the bishop from giving him a slap upside the head when he says
something stupid.

Grey Side/Undetermined
Mike the Leper (M/F): Mike is a leper, but he isn’t sad about it. In fact he’s a rather jolly guy, even when
he’s looking for the various body parts he’s lost. How does he stay so jolly? Well he has a bucket of spares
of course. Mike walks around with a bucket or bag full of various body parts and keeps a meticulous list of
what he’s got. 3 arms, 6 ears, 1 tongue, etc.
Dozer (M/F): A lazy man who constantly wants to nap no matter how much sleep he gets. He tends to
hate doing anything because everything is a pain. However, underneath his sleepy persona is a deadly
berserker that only those that interrupt his sleep ever witness. No one knows his real name because he's
almost constantly falling asleep, so people just call him Dozer.
Frenchman in a barrel (M/F): Twirling his moustache, and fixing his beret even as he tells the foolish
English that his name is “Nigel Londonberry” so they’ll think he is one of them. If discovered as a
Frenchman, which happens frequently, he retreats inside of the barrel which serves as his clothing in order
to hide.
-The Jolly RogersCaptain Jack Rancher of the Jolly Rogers (M/F): A pirate who followed the Thor Horsemen to
Hoggetown in an attempt to steal their boat, Captain Rancher was against the name of ‘The Jolly Rogers’
since he was neither jolly nor a Roger. However, threat of munity forced him to relent to the name.
-Roger Barbossa (M/F): The jolliest of Rogers, Barbossa loves to party, drink, steal, and plunder. He
believes that pirating should be fun because otherwise there is no point. He actually enjoys when the Thor
Horsemen have the boat since it means they can have fun stealing it.
-Calico Rogers (M/F): The most hardcore of the pirates, he believes pirates should be feared above all
else. He longs to steal the boat from the Vikings as a claim to fame since if they can steal from Vikings
who can stop them? He constantly tries to intimidate people and gets upset when people question him. He
longs to one day be called ‘The Dread Pirate.’
-Roger Thatch (M/F): A man who was forced to join because his name was Roger, Thatch is terrified of
the others on the crew and tries to keep to himself. He thinks stealing and plundering are wrong, but won’t
oppose Calico. He hopes to one day be able to one day be able to retire and escape the pirates.
-The HorsemenOdin of the Thor Horsemen: Leader of a group of Vikings from the North, they have declared war on the
Jolly Rogers after the Jolly Rogers attempted to steal their boat. The man has a lisp, though nobody is
brave enough to ever comment on it since he’ll break their face.
-Sif: A Viking who constantly tries to translate for Odin, she insists the name is “The Four Horsemen” and
constantly argues with Thor about it. She feels that she should be the leader, but is too loyal to Odin to try
and take over.
-Loki (M/F): The cleverest of the Vikings, Loki is currently playing the Jolly Rogers against the Thor
Horsemen for his own amusement. He longs for the day when the boat is all his and views the Jolly Rogers
as a way to harass the other Vikings.

-Thor: An arrogant Viking who claims that he is the leader when nobody is around as an attempt to
impress ladies. He loves the fact that his boss has a lisp since it makes him sound more important in the
group.

